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ABSTRACT
Digital video watermarking is increasingly important. Video
signals are very susceptible to attacks like frame averaging,dropping,swapping,collusion. This paper presents a new
video watermarking method. The most important information to be watermarked such as a company’s name is hidden
in a sequence of statistical data, which is then embedded
into each frame. Every segment of the statistical data is
typically enough for the key watermark extraction. A very
detailed example of this method is given, based on the cryptanalysis. The most important information is used as the key
to encrypt a plaintext. The plaintext can be some less important information about the product. The ciphertext is then
embedded in the video frames. With statistical knowledge
of the English language, we can quickly recover the key.
Mathematical analysis and simulation results are given in
the paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
Still image watermarks have been extensively investigated,
and many algorithms proposed.These still image watermarking schemes can be adapted to digital video watermarking. Videos, however, have large data redundancy, and successive frames are very similar, and so are more vulnerable to attacks like collusion, frame dropping, frame swapping, etc.. New watermarking schemes have been therefore proposed.[1] presents a scene-based and video watermarking scheme. The video sequence is segmented into
the scenes, and the wavelet transform is employed along
the temporal axis of the scene. The watermark can be detected without the knowledge of the location of the frames
in the video scene. It is robust to colored noise, MPEG
coding, frame dropping and printing and scanning, but it
involves a large amount of buffering and computation.[2]
proposes a method for video synchronization. The watermarking scheme consists of watermark embedder, temporal redundancy control, feature extractor, and key generator.
The period α and the repeat β are deﬁned ﬁrst. In every
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period, the embedding procedure is to read a frame of the
input video; send the current key K to the watermark embedder to watermark the current frame; repeat to apply the
same key K to the next β − 1 frames; Then the feature extractor and key generator are used to create a new key K
for subsequent frames. The same key KE is embeded at
the ﬁrst frame of every period . The detection is based on
the key KE and the feature extraction. This method relies
greatly on the feature extraction, and so may not be robust
to some temporal attacks like frame average. A lot of computation is also required. [3] gives a theoretical framework
for the linear collusion analysis of the watermarked video
sequence. It says that the video watermark is statistically
invisible if and only if the correlation coefﬁcient between
any two host frames is equal to that between the two corresponding watermarked frames. The two watermark design principles are that the second moment of the watermark
scaling factors should be adapted proportionally to the variance of the host video frames; and that the correlation of the
watermarks embedded into each pair of video frames should
be matched to the correlation of the host frames themselves.
The paper doesn’t give a practical example satisfying the design principles. For instance, suppose we have a sequence
of host video frames Uk , k = 1, . . . , n, and watermarked
frames Xk = Uk + αk Wk . We are trying to embed one
watermark into this sequence, i.e. ρ(Wa , Wa ) = 1, where
ρ(A, B) = √ cov(A,B) . The question of how to genervar(A)var(B)

ate the scaling factors αk to satisfy: ρ(Ua , Ub ) =
∀a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is not an easy matter.

Eαa αb
Eα2

for

This paper propses a new video watermark algorithm,
which spreads a sequence of statistical data through the temporal axis. The key information is extracted from a sequence of statistical data. One example uses cryptanalysis. We have two levels of watermarking. The most important watermark such as the company’s name or some data,
time stamp is used as the key. Lesser information is used
as the plaintext. Some encryption method like a shift cipher
is employed. The ciphertext is embedded into the video sequence. At the decoder side, we extract the ciphertext ﬁrst,
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based on which we recover the key. This does not require
much computation, and is robust to collusion attack, frame
averaging, frame dropping, etc.. The paper is organized in
the following way. A detailed description of our new watermarking system(WMS) is presented in section 2. Section 3
gives a mathematical analysis for attacks like frame dropping, frame averaging, collusion. Section 4 extends the watermarking system to multiple letters. Simulations are done
in section 5, followed by the conclusion and further work in
section 6.

3. Encrypt the plaintext by the key watermark. The
ciphertext sequence c1 c2 . . . cn is embedded into each frame
of the video sequence.
4. The watermarked video frame at time i is denoted as
F wi . F wi = Fi + αWci ,where α is the amplitude modulation parameter.
The decoding process is
1. The letter embedded in the frame is recovered by
wi = arg

2. SHIFT-CIPHER-BASED WMS
Suppose for simplicity that the most important watermark
is one letter. The basic idea is to have it be the key to a
shift cipher [4]. For example if the company U produces a
video advertisement for Olympus cameras, it can use lesser
information about itself or the video as the plaintext, its
name “U ” as the key, and so obtain the ciphertext. As well
as claiming ownership through the main watermark, viewers can learn more information about the company or the
video through the plaintext after decryption. Fig. 2 shows
the ﬂowchart.
A sequence of video frames

Less Important Information
( plaintext)

Encryption

Watermark Embedder

Watermarked Video Sequence

max

k∈{0,...,25}

ρ(F wi , Wk )

(1)

2. Analysize the sequence {w0 , w1 , . . .}, and get the distribution of the letters in the decoded ciphertext, say
{q0 , q1 , . . . , q25 }. Suppose the distribution of the letters in plaintext is {p0 , p1 , . . . , p25 }, The shift is recovered by

pi qi+k
(2)
s = arg max
k∈{0,...,25}

i=0,...,25

where i + k is taken mod 26.
How long does the ciphertext have to be in order to successfully ﬁnd the key? [4] Shannon proposes a concept of
unicity distance. Empirical studies estimate that for English
language the redundancy is 75%. The unicity distance for
shift cipher is about 1.33.

Information to be embedded
(ciphertext)

3. ATTACKS

Important Information
( Key )

3.1. Collusion
Fig. 1. The Flowchart of the watermarking system based on
shift ciphers
We start with any watermarking scheme such as the spread
spectrum watermark method, to embed the ciphertext into
each video frame by this method [5] is robust to image
scaling, JPEG compression, dither distortion, clipping, etc..
Here is the embedding process:
1. The Original video frame at time i in the video sequence is denoted as Fi .
2. The watermark set W consists of 26 orthogonal pseudo
random noise signals, W = {W0 , W1 , . . . , W25 }. Wi has
to satisfy
a). ρ(Wi , Wj ) = 0 when i ≤ j, ρ(Wi , Wi ) = const >>
0.
1
b). ρ(Fi , Wi ) = X
<< ρ(Wi , Wi )
where ρ is deﬁned as
ρ(X, Y ) =

1
1 
X(i, j)Y (i, j)
X ·Y =
MN
M N i,j

where X, Y are M × N matrices.

Collusion is in general the use of more than one frame to
obtain the watermark or the original data. In detail there are
two types of collusions.
Collusion type I in [6] : The same watermark is embedded into different copies of different data. The collusion can
estimate the watermark from each watermarked frame and
obtain a reﬁned estimate of the watermark by linear combination, e.g. the average, of the individual estimations.A
good estimate of the watermark permits us to obtain unwatermarked data with a simple subtraction.
Collusion type II in [6]: Different watermarks are embedded into different copies of the same data. The collusion only has to make a linear combination of the different
watermarked data, e.g. the average, to produce unwatermarked data. Indeed, generally, averaging different watermarks converges toward zero. We can recover the data, and
so remove the watermark.
Shift-cipher based watermarking avoids collusion type
I. The ciphertext conveys information about the key but different watermarks, i.e. ciphertexts are actually embedded
into the different data. In video it is easy to put the linear combination of the n adjacent so similar frames into
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thevideo sequence without any visual notice. F̄ w ≈ F +
α γ∈E pγ Wγ . The English letters are not uniformly distributed, there is no way to get the unwatermarked data so
that type II collusion is avoided.
If we linearly combine a small number of the adjacent
so similiar frames, i.e. n is small, then Denote by A the set
of the English letters embedded in the n frames.
α
nγ ρ(Wγ , Wβ )
ρ(F̄ w, Wβ ) = ρ(F, Wβ ) +
n
γ∈A
 1
nβ
X Const + α n Const if β ∈ A;
=
(3)
1
if β ∈
/ A.
X Const

N to consist of zeros or ones generated independently chosen from the distribution P , having length j with probability
Pj .
3.3. Frame Swapping
It is clear that switching won’t affect the statistical results of
the English letter. At most of the switching is only limited
in some successive frames, it is not hard to recover the less
important information.
3.4. Substitution

Suppose an English plaintext of length N is encrypted by
For instance if we linearly combine 7 frames, where
a
OLYMPUS are embedded in these 7 frames. A = {OLY M P U S}, shift cipher, and the ciphertext c1 c2 . . . cN is embedded
in the video. The distribution of the ciphertext letters is
nO = 1,. . ., nS = 1 .
the same as the distribution of the plaintext letters, only
In the decoding process,we will see 7 peaks and so we
shifted. In the N letters plaintext the frequencies of the
are able to get the embedded letters.
letters A, B, . . . , Z are denoted as N0 , N1 , . . . , N25 , where
Ni ≈ pi N . In the N letters ciphertext we decode from the
3.2. Frame Dropping
video frames the frequencies of A, B, C, . . . , Z are denoted



N
By shift cipher cryptanalysis it is clear to see that to recover
0 , N1 , . . . , N25 . Deﬁne
the key we only need a proportion of the ciphertext, and so



N0 N0+m
+ N1 N1+m
+ . . . + N25 N25+m
dropping frames is not a successful attack. For the cipherIm =
N2
text, if we drop some frames we are still able to recover most
of the information due to the redundancy of English. We
The key is denoted as K.If all the embedded letters in

can model the English language X as a ﬁrst-order Markov
≈
the video frames are
correctly decoded, we have Ni+m

Chain with transition matrix P ,the deletion channel as a Kpi+m−K N ,Im =
p
p
.
Thus
I
max =
i∈{0,...,25} i i+m−K

ary deletion channel. Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } be an input
2
IK =
i∈{0,...,25} pi . If some attacks such as ﬁltering,
sequence, where xi ∈ {1, . . . , K}. The deletion process is
compression, addition of noise, cropping, quantization, A/D
i.i.d. distributed (with P (Di = 1) = pd ) for the binary seconversion, geometric distortion are applied to the waterquence Di . The receiver receives Y = {y1 , . . . , ym }, where
marked video by the attackers, not all the embedded letters
m ≤ n.
in the video frames can be correctly decoded. Suppose the
Now consider the deletion process, denoted as Z. Acprobability of error for the embedded letter in each frame is
tually the deletion process Z can be regarded as a Markov
p. The probability that the embedded letter i is decoded to
Chain. Every xi has 2K states: {1, . . . , K, Del 1, . . . , Del K}.

another
 letter j is pij . We haveNj+m ≈ pj+m−K N (1 −
The transition matrix could be written as
p) + i=j+m pN pi−K pi(j+m) ,


(1 − pd )P pd P

Pz =
pi pi+m−K (1 − p) +
I(m) =
(1 − pd )P pd P
Assume that almost surely the process doesn’t get stuck in
deleted states, i.e. every recurrent class contains at least
one non-deleted state. Then Y is a Markov chain, and its
transition matrix is
PY

=

(1 − pd )P + pd (1 − pd )P (I − pd P )

−1

P

The channel capacity is then I(X; Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X).
It is very hard to calcuate H(Y |X). [7] prosposed to utilize
the reduced state trellis technique to upper bound H(Y |X).
[8] considers a symmetric 2-ary ﬁrst order markov chain
input sequence. Given an i.i.d. deletion channel, and a binary input alphabet, the lower bound of the capacity is obtained. [9] extends [8] by allowing the codewords of length

i∈{0,...,25}

p



i∈{0,...,25}



pi



pj−K pj(i+m)

j=i+m

pi pi+m−K is maximal when m = K. Whether we
can
successfully
recover the key is decided by the sequence


p
i
i∈{0,...,25}
j=i+m pj−K pj(i+m) . In other words, the
probability pij that the embedded letter i is decoded to another letter j under certain attacks plays a very important
role here. For instance, if we can smartly design the watermark set W, if one frame is not correctly decoded, the embedded letter is uniformly
 decoded to the other 25 letters,
1
i.e. pij = 25
. I(m) = i∈{0,...,25} pi pi+m−K (1 − 26
24 p) +
p
.
It
is
obvious
that
I
=
I
.
It
implies
even
if the
max
K
25
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watermarked video undergoes some attack, we are still able
to recover the key if we can properly design the watermark
set W.
4. VIGENERE-CIPHER-BASED WMS

sequence, which is then embedded into the video frames.
With the help of statistical analysis, we are then able to decode the key information. This article gives the simplest
approach, employing shift ciphers, but other types of statistical embedding can be employed.

The Shift-Cipher-based watermarking system can be extended
to a watermarking system based on the Vigenere Cipher[4].
The multiples of the key length letters are embedded each
video frame. The cryptanalysis methods of the Vigenere Cipher can be found in [4]. A statistical analysis similar to the
shift-cipher-based watermarking system can be also applied
here.
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